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Dark Territory is the third book in the wildly popular Benjamin Ashwood series.After uncovering the

existence of an ancient, secretive organization, Ben must track down its whereabouts to enlist help

in a battle for the fate of humanity. He goes behind enemy lines and faces certain danger. He must

convince the powerful elites that the looming threat to Alcott is real. If the opposing factions do not

put aside their differences and join forces, the fate of mankind may be sealed. With what Ben

knows, the solution is obvious. But the murky political waters of Alcott are not easy to navigate. The

inexperienced young man from the country will have to act quickly before it is too late for everyone.
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I waited anxiously for this third book and when it finally arrived I was not disappointed. The plot in

this series is a breath of fresh air compared to others in this genre. The main characters are

extremely unique and each lovable. Ben makes a fascinating and pretty realistic hero. I like the fact

that he is not painted as perfect, but is far from being pitiable for his flaws. Seeing the characters



develop has been riveting, but Rhy's character I'm finding has been shrouded in so much mystery

for so long, I almost feel like it is stagnant. Once in a while, I come across distracting typos (and

that's been true for all three books). I am hoping that improves because this really is a brilliant and

creative story that shouldn't have any distractions. It may not have been a perfect book, but giving it

four stars would be underselling it. Looking forward to the next book and bravo to AC Cobble!

These books are absolutely fantastic. I will be leaving the same review for each of them as I feel just

as strongly about them all. These books took all the best elements of books that I like and somehow

turned them all into something brilliant. He is able to up the pace throughout the entire series, which

I find amazing. There are No lulls or parts that drag, it just keeps getting more and more intense and

left me wanting to just keep on reading throughout the night and following day in order to finish them

all. These books are really something magical. I truly believe that I have found a new favorite

author, seriously. These books kept me entranced the entire time I was reading and that is

something truly unusual for me. I cannot wait for the next books in the series. I find myself checking

every day, literally, to see if a new book has been released. No matter which genre of books you

like, I am sure that you will like these. I am SO glad I purchased them and will gladly be rereading

them in the future, as they are truly fine novels and deserve to be reread. Thank you AC Cobble for

taking me on a wonderful adventure. You are truly one of a kind.

Good continuation of the story but a slow start. It felt like the first quartet of the book was them in a

cabin with Creegan waiting for an injury to heal but latet on in the book Ben is cut to the bone and

the next day is havin sex all day. I understand that healing oneself is dangerous but a wound like

that shouldve laid him up for a few days due to severed tendons muscles and damaged bone and

tissue. Aside from that the book was good! I enjoyed the conversations they had with Jasper and

Jason and the way Jason was made out to be different than described in the earlier books. I look

forward to reading about where Eldred got her knowledge of Death Magic and what The Veil's plan

is with the war brewing between the Alliance and Coalition and how the continuing unchecked

attacks by demons will affect it all.

I loved the first two books in this series so much. This one was good, but it lacked some of the

substance. The pace is almost too fast. The characters never get to breathe, the tension never

eases and the author breezes over some huge events without giving the hero a chance to have a

smoke after. That being said, I can't wait for the next book. I love this series!



Just finished Dark Territory and just like the other two I enjoyed the book. The books have taken

their time to build the characters abilities which has been a pleasant surprise vs other books I've

read were almost immediately the main characters receive all abilities quickly. Look forward in

seeing how the author continues develop Ben and Amelia and how things progress.

Another great book by A.C. All the Benjamin Ashwood books so far have been great fun reads. I

love a good epic fantasy book and these are among my favorite now.** spoiler below **For a second

i almost thought Rhys and Towaal where gonna stay behind!! ahhhhhh!!!! Rhys is my favorite and id

miss him. Im glad he made the boat. And Ben and Amelie....FINALLY!!! ha

I've thoroughly enjoyed all 3 books in the series. Cobble has done a great job showing the

progression of Ben and Amelia both with character development and depiction of their skill level.

Watching them grow and mature seems earned and I eagerly await the next entry in the series.

This is an excellent addition to this series. The story is good and tight. The proof reading (or lack of

it) got more noticeable toward the end but did not distract from the over all action. I hope we don't

have to wait long for the next installment.
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